A Child’s Prayer – Oops I Dropped the Pictures
This fun A Child’s Prayer Oops I Dropped the Picture activity is simple but effective! You’ll build
in lots of song repetition and have a fun way to learn the song!
How to Play:
Mix up your flip chart below, just to ensure it’s already out of order!
Sing through A Child’s Prayer together as a primary.
Tell the children you brought pictures to help you learn this song. Start to pull them out of
your singing time binder or purse and make a dramatic scene of “dropping” the pictures. “Oh
no! I dropped the pictures!”
The children will likely rush right up to help you pickup all your pictures. If not, you can ask for
their help! Would someone like to help me collect my pictures?
Then, when you have all the pictures gathered you can explain that they look like they’re out
of order. But no worries – you know the kids can help you get them back in the right order!
You can post all of the posters up on the board with a magnet holding each in a random order.
Or, have a volunteer hold each of your pages. I recommend sticking with just one of the verses
if you opt for this option or it will be a bunch of kids!
Sing through the song and after each time through, have the children help you rearrange and
put one of the song pictures in the correct order. If using helpers, you can have one helper
come up and pick a poster to put in the 1st spot. They’ll take the picture and be the new helper
and stand at the beginning of the line. Thank your previous helper! This is a great way to get
more children involved and relieve the children who may have been up front for a while.
Continue singing through the song and replacing or rearranging until all of the pictures are in
the correct order.
Extension Activities:
•

•

Make a mini sorting activity by printing 4 flip chart pages per paper. To do this click
print, and when the settings menu opens choose “Multiple”. This will allow you to print
several PDF pages per paper. Then just select the pages you want to print. You can use
the mini pages either instead of or after you arrange the pictures in order!
Turn over 2-3 (or have the children hold the pictures faced down) several of the posters.
Have the children skip singing for those sections of the song. Now, reset the posters and
pick 2-3 pictures to turn over again.
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Heavenly Father,
are you
really there?

And do you hear
and answer every
child’s prayer?

Some say
that Heaven
is far away,

But I feel it
close around
me as I pray.

Heavenly Father
I remember
now something
that Jesus

told disciples long
ago “Suffer the
children to
come to me”

Father in prayer
I’m coming
now to thee.

Pray, he is there.
Speak, he is
listening.

You are his child.
His love now
surrounds you.

He hears your
prayer. He loves
the children

Of Such is the
kingdom
the kingdom
of heav’n.

Permissions & Use Policy
Thank you for downloading this printable. Your download grants license for the personal and church use of the
individual purchaser. This license may also extend to other co-teachers, assistants, or others who may help and assist
you in teaching this lesson. That means, you may purchase and print and utilize this printable as well as prepare this
lesson as an activity for a substitute or with the help of an assistant. You may also share the printed resources with your
immediate predecessor (the music leader who follows you) for use during the remainder of the current year’s lesson
plans.
Our digital files may not be further passed on, shared, distributed, or given out to any other individuals. In sharing the
printed resources, the license does not continue to extend to those individuals for use beyond the continuation of use
for which it was initially purchased for with a limited-use license.
Any additional music leaders, teachers, assistants, or other individuals who would like their own personal copy of the
digital files and resources should obtain their own copy with license. Copies of all our resources can be found at
www.PrimarySinging.com.

Copyright Protection
Copying any part of this work, sharing digital copies, distributing by print beyond the use permissions, or any other form
of releasing this file is a violation of copyright law. Additionally, it is a violation of copyright law adapt or modify and
share this digital work as your own creation when sourced from another person’s copyrighted work.
We do encourage, and appreciate, sharing the direct link to our original resources and files with those who may be
interested. You can additionally share how you used and adapted the files for your own use to inspire others for how
they might choose to use these files within the acceptable use policies.

Help & Feedback
If you need any help or additional information on the acceptable use and policies of our digital files, you can reach out to
us directly from the contact form or email address shared on our website www.PrimarySinging.com.
We would love to hear ideas on how to improve and additional ideas for use of our printables! We welcome your
feedback and experiences! You can also share your experiences using the hashtag #PrimarySinging on your favorite
social media channels.

Thank you for your support!
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